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Abstract. The fine structure of ↵-decay is treated with fission-like models.
The single particle levels are calculated along a least action path connecting the
ground state of the parent nucleus and the configuration of two spherical tangent
nuclei. The probabilities to find di↵erent seniority-1 configurations are obtaining by solving the time-dependent pairing equations generalized by including
the Landau-Zener e↵ect and the Coriolis coupling. The theoretical results for
the ↵-decay of 211 Po and 211 Bi are compared with experimental data showing a
good agreement.

1 Introduction
The ↵ emission is usually explained as the formation of a cluster on the surface of the daughter nucleus followed by a penetrability of an external barrier at an energy close to the Q-value
[1–15]. The probability to form such a combination is given by a square overlap of the convolution of the wave functions of the parent nucleus and that of the system at the touching
configuration. The preformation amplitude depends on the initial and final states, without taking into account intermediate configurations. Recent advances for a more realistic treatment
were obtained within the quartetting wave function approach [16–19].
In fission-like theories [20–22] of ↵-decay, an extreme saturation of the nuclear matter
is assumed [23]. Accordingly, the states of the nucleons should be strongly dependent on
the boundaries of the many-body potential. When a preexisting ↵ particle inside the parent
nucleus is displaced towards the nuclear surface region, it perturbs all the microscopic states
of the compound system. So, in a fission-like model, the rearrangement of the intrinsic states
of the system during the formation of the combination consisting in both an ↵ and a daughter
nuclei should be taken into consideration.
In the formalism presented in the following, the rearrangement of the microscopic states
during the emission of an ↵-particle is investigated dynamically. At scission, we are left with
two mean fields, one corresponding to the ↵ cluster and another pertaining to the daughter nucleus. The probabilities to have the system in di↵erent final configurations should be
determined.
For this purpose, a system of microscopic di↵erential equations is deduced. These equations are managed by the variational principle [24]. They represent a generalization of the
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time-dependent pairing equations by including two mechanisms: the Landau-Zener e↵ect and
the Coriolis coupling. Also, these equations provide information about the energy dissipated
by the system. But in same time, we have an information concerning the distributions of intrinsic and collective angular momenta, and the momentary probabilities of di↵erent intrinsic
configurations. The rearrangement in time of the nuclear orbitals during the disintegration
process, starting from the initial compound nucleus and reaching the scission is investigated.
As an application, the fine structure of the alpha-decay of an odd-A mass nucleus is treated
as the simplest modality to test the theory. The dynamics of the ↵-decay process is revealed.
From the least action principle, a superasymmetric fission path was obtained. The deformation energy is obtained in the framework of the macroscopic-microscopic model. The level
scheme is calculated within the Woods-Saxon two center shell model. Consequently, the intensities of the transitions to the excited states of the daughter were evaluated theoretically.
The experimental data were compared with the theoretical findings. A very good agreement
was obtained. A mean value of the tunneling velocity of about 2 ⇥ 104 fm/fs was extracted.

2 Microscopic equations of motion
The coupled system of di↵erential equations are obtained from the variational principle:
D
E
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where H is the many-body Hamiltonian with pairing residual interaction, HR is the centrifugal contribution, H 0 is a term simulating the Landau-Zener e↵ect [25], while N̂1 and N̂2 are
particles numbers operators acting in the regions of spaces associated to the two nascent fragments. The condition obtained by means of the Lagrange multiplier λ produces a dynamical
projection of the numbers of particles on the two final fragments [26]. The trial wave functions |'I M i are considered as a superposition of seniority-1 Bogoliubov wave functions. After
some algebras, the equations of motion follow [24, 27]:
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for the time-dependent pairing equations. In Eq. (2), I is the total spin of the nuclear system,
⌦ is the projection of the intrinsic spin on the axial axis of symmetry, m is a number that
indexes the single-particle level in the pairing active levels space, λ is a Lagrange multiplier,
sk has values ±1 contributing to the dynamical projection of the number of particles Nk of the
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nascent fragments, G is the pairing strength, J is the moment of inertia calculated with the
cranking approximation, T γ are overlaps between Bogoliubov wave functions. The mixing
between two seniority-1 configurations having the unpaired nucleons located in the states
(⌦ ± 1, m) and (⌦, m0 ) that di↵er by one unit in the projection of the intrinsic spin is produced
by means of the matrix elements of the Coriolis coupling h⌦ ⌥ 1, m0 | j⌥ | ⌦, mi. The mixing
between two single particle levels having the same good quantum numbers ⌦ is realized by
means of the Landau-Zener interaction strength h⌦,m,m0 . The parameter c⌦,m is the amplitude
of the seniority-1 wave function in which the single particle level (⌦, m) is blocked. The
parameters u⌦,m(⌦0 ,m0 ) and v⌦,m(⌦0 ,m) are the BCS vacancy and occupation amplitudes of the
single particle level (⌦, m) in the seniority-1 configuration (⌦0 , m0 ). The Rels. (3) are the well
known time-dependent pairing equation, formally similar to the time-dependent Hartree-Fock
equations [28, 29]. By including the Landau-Zener promotion mechanism, these equations
were able to explain microscopically the energy partition in low energy fission [26, 30] or the
odd-even e↵ect in cold fission [31, 32].

3 Results
The fine structure of 211 Po and 211 Bi ↵-decays are reported, the daughter nuclei being 207 Pb
and 207 Ta, respectively. A superasymmetric fission path between the ground state of the parent nucleus and the scission configuration is obtained according to the least action principle.
In this context, the penetrability in the WKB approximation
(
)
Z
2 R2 p
P = exp −
2V(R)B(R)dr
(4)
~ R1

is minimized. Two ingredients are needed to perform the minimization, the deformation energy V(R) and the e↵ective mass B(R). The deformation energy is obtained in the framework
of the macroscopic-microscopic model [33] extended for binary system with di↵erent charge
densities while the inertia is computed within the cranking approach [34–36]. To avoid the
singularities in the inertia during the passage of the avoided crossing regions, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian between the state of the blocked level and the paired level states are
neglected. Recent formulas for odd-mass inertia can be found in Refs. [36, 37], which di↵er
slightly between them but both produce singularities. The surface term of liquid drop part of
the deformation energy is obtained with the Yukawa plus exponential model. The shell and
pairing e↵ects are obtained with the Strutinsky prescriptions [34] based on the Woods-Saxon
two-center shell model [25]. A smooth transition of the whole system between the one-body
configuration and a two-body one is managed by our nuclear shape parametrization. Our
nuclear shape parametrization is determined by five generalized coordinates: the distance between the centers of the nascent fragments denoted R in the following, the curvature of the
neck, the mass-asymmetry and the deformations of both fragments. A transition between the
shell and pairing e↵ects of the parent nucleus to those of both individual nuclei is realized
in the scission region where the distance between the centers of the fragments is about R ⇡
9 fm, as already made for the ↵-decay of 296 Lv in Ref. [38].
The barriers for the ↵-decay of the two investigated parent nuclei are plotted in Fig. 1. A
molecular minimum is produced for a distance between the centers of the fragments R ⇡ 7 fm,
which is due to the appearance of a strong shell e↵ects produced by the reorganization of the
single particle levels in a way compatible to the formation of the daughters, as explained
previously in Refs. [20, 38]. The daughters fail to reproduce the magic numbers by only one
nucleon missing. A such molecular minimum was also noticed in Hartree-Fock treatments of
↵-decay [16, 39]. The barriers of ↵-decay resemble with the double humped fission barriers
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Figure 1. The ↵-decay superasimmetric fission barriers are plotted with for 211 Po in panel (a) and for
211
Bi in panel (b). The barriers are renormalized for an zero point kinetic energy of 0.5 MeV in the
ground state. Figure compiled from Refs. [24, 27].
Table 1. Comparison between experimental and theoretical transition probabilities P x on di↵erent final
configurations x = 0,1,2 of the daughter nucleus. The index 0,1,2 mean the ground state, the first
excited state and the second excited state, respectively. The orbitals of the daughter nucleus blocked by
the unpaired nucleon for di↵erent values of x are given in a separated row. The first column gives the
parent nucleus involved in the ↵-decay process. The following three columns addresses experimental
transition probabilities (Exp) together with the final orbital for the lowest energy states. The last three
columns are reserved for theoretical results (The). The experimental data are from Refs. [49, 50].

Parent
nucleus
211
Po
211
Po
211
Bi
211
Bi

P0
(Exp)
3p1/2
98.9%
3s1/2
83.77%

P1
(Exp)
2 f5/2
0.55%
2d3/2
16.23%

P2
(Exp)
3p3/2
0.54%
1h11/2
<0.0018%

P0
(The)
3p1/2
99.1%
3s1/2
87.9%

P1
(The)
2 f5/2
0.26%
2d3/2
12.1%

P2
(The)
3p3/2
0.62%
1h11/2
6⇥10−15

as postulated by theories [40–43]. Therefore, it can be predicted that β-vibrational states
[44, 45] are produced in the second potential well, explaining some anormal transition states
observed experimentally [46, 47]
The microscopic equations of motion (2) and (3) are resolved along the superasymmetric
fission path for the ↵-decay of the two parent nuclei as detailed in Refs. [24, 27]. The Coriolis couplings and the single particle energies were determined within the two center WoodsSaxon wave functions. The initial states are [⇡(h9/2 )2 ⌫(g9/2 )1 ]9/2 and [⇡(h9/2 )1 ⌫(g9/2 )2 ]9/2 for
211
Po and 211 Bi, respectively, the total spin I being 9/2. The momentum of inertia was computed in the framework of the cranking model. The Landau-Zener avoided crossings regions
were identified in a consistent way. In a true avoided levels crossing region, as discussed in
Ref. [48], the levels should exchange their characteristics. So, in each region of closest approach between two levels with the same good quantum numbers, an avoided levels crossing
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region was confirmed by the exchange of the intrinsic angular momenta at the same deformation. The magnitudes of the Landau-Zener interactions were extracted from the distances of
closest approach between two adiabatic levels. Therefore, all the ingredients needed to solve
the equations of motion are available. Only the internuclear velocity Ṙ is missing. The internuclear velocity is considered as a fitting parameter. For a initial configuration, the equations
of motion provide all the possible final configurations and their probabilities of realization at
scission. For each configuration characterized by an orbital angular momentum and a single
particle excitation, I calculated the barrier penetrability. The products of configuration probabilities and penetrabilities are combined for each final orbital of the quasi-spherical daughter
giving probabilities of transitions on di↵erent states, after a proper normalization. The best
agreement between theory and experiment was obtained for an internuclear distance velocity
of Ṙ = 2⇥104 fm/fs. A comparison between experimental data and theoretical results is given
in table 1. At this velocity, the dissipated energy can be neglected [51]. Other microscopic
models predict larger velocities [52].

4 Conclusions
The fine structure of ↵-decay can be investigated microscopically with fission-like theories.
A superasymmetric fission path compatible with the ↵-decay process was obtained. The
microscopic equations of motion, extended to include configuration mixing mechanisms,
were resolved. The probabilities to obtain di↵erent configurations at scission were calculated
by starting from the ground state of the parent nucleus. This probabilities o↵er the possibility
to evaluate the fine structure characteristics for ↵-decay. The theoretical results succeeded to
reproduce well the experimental data.
This work was supported by the grant of Ministery of Research and Innovation, CNCS-UEFISCDI,
project numbers PN-III-P4-ID-PCE-2016-0092, within PNCDI III.
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